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In this paper we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a

homogeneous space of positive Euler characteristic to admit an in-

variant almost complex structure (i.a.c.s.), Theorem 4.1. A classifica-

tion of these spaces has already been accomplished by R. Hermann

[3], but no characterization of them has been given, to date. This

work is a portion of the author's dissertation directed by H. C. Wang.

1. Let G be a compact, connected Lie group, and L a closed sub-

group of G, 9 and £ their Lie algebras. Then as is well known, L is

reductive in G and we may write g = £ + 911, where AdL: 311—>31Z.

Moreover by homogeneity, a necessary and sufficient condition that

there exist an almost complex structure on G/L, is that there exist a

linear transformation /: 3H—>9TC, such that J2= —I (I, the identity),

and such that Ad //=/ Ad / for all IEL. See for example, A. Frö-
licher [2].

2. We give first a sufficient condition in the general case.

Theorem 2.1. Let Z be a closed, abelian subgroup of a compact Lie

group G, and L the identity component of the centralizer of Z in G. If

each 1-dimensional subspace of g invariant by Ad Z is pointwise fixed,

then G/L has an i.a.c.s.

Proof. Z being compact and abelian, Ad Z is completely reducible;

with notation as in 1, there cannot exist any 1-dimensional subspaces

of SIX reducing Ad Z, for if Xy^O belonged to such a subspace, then by

hypothesis we would have Ad z(X) —X for all zEZ, and thus XE£,

which is impossible.

If Cîffï denotes the complexification of 3TÎ, and Ad Z and Ad L are

extended by linearity to CSflT, then we know by Schur's Lemma that

Ad Z acting on CM has a weight vector Vi. That is, Ad z(v%) =\pi(z)Vi

for all zEZ, \pi being a character on Z. Moreover, since Ad Z is real,

Ad z(ví) —J/i(z)vi, thus the weight vectors and roots appear in conju-

gate pairs.

Let Vi, • • • , vH, Vi, ■ ■ • , vn be the weight vectors with characters

4>i, • • ' , iïn, $1, • • • , $n, where some of the yVs may be identical. If
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we let V be the subspace of C9TÏ spanned by the i><'s, then each

tf£3TC has a unique expression of the form x = v+v, where z>£TJ and

vEV- For putting Xj = Vj+vit and */ = ivj — ivj the x/s and ¡c/'s span

the irreducible subspaces of 2TÍI. And thus any x£9TC has a unique

expression

x      / , ajXj -f~ ? , OjXf,

so

x = ¿Z Xytfy + ¿Z M/«

Furthermore, D is invariant by Ad L, for if z £ Z, I £ L, then

Ad z Ad /(»,■) = Ad I Ad z(zi;) =^¿(z) Ad i(»<). that is, Ad /(»<) belongs
to the character i¿\, and by hypothesis there can be no real characters,

thus ^PiT^^i- Now defining /: 3ÏI—»3ÏI by J(x) = J(v+v) =iv — iv, de-

fines an i.a.c.s. on G/L.

Corollary 2.1. If the number of connected components in Ad Z is

odd, then G/L has an i.a.c.s., G, L, Z as above.

Proof. Suppose there exists a 1-dimensional subspace of 311, with

basis X, reducing Ad Z, then for each zEZ, Ad z(X) =\p(z)X, where

\¡/(z) is a homomorphism of Z^>Z2= {+1, — l}. By continuty \¡/ is

constant on components of Ad z, and takes the value +1 on the

identity component (Ad z)°. It thus induces a homomorphism

\¡/: Ad z/(Ad z)°—>Z2, but Ad z/(Ad z)° is a finite group of odd order,

therefore its image is identically 1, so that yp = l, and thus Ad z is

pointwise fixed on each 1-dimensional subspace reducing it.

3. Next we consider the case that L is semi-simple.

Lemma 3.1. Let L, H be two closed subgroups of G, LEHEG. And

suppose that G/L has an i.a.c.s. defined by J: Efft—>9H, where g = £ + 3TC.

If further 3C=£ + 3ïli, aíTiCait, and /(3Tíi) = 3Tíi, then H/L has an

i.a.c.s.

Proof. Since H is a subgroup of G, Ad L: 9ïïi—>3ïïi. Thus applying

1, we see that H/L has an i.a.c.s.

Lemma 3.2. Let Lbe a closed semi-simple subgroup of G, of maximal

rank, such that G/L has an i.a.c.s. ; then L is not a symmetric subgroup.

Proof. Let g=£ + 3T£, and /: 3TC—>SfiT define the i.a.c.s. as in §1.

Since the torsion tensor of / is given by

3(X, Y) = [JX, IY] - I[IX, Y] - I[X, JY] + [X, Y] mod £

for X, F£9TC [2], if we assume G/L is symmetric 3(X, Y) = 0, for
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symmetric implies [911, 911 ] CL- Thus J defines a complex structure

on Go/Lo (where subscripts denote identity components), but then a

classical result of E. Cartan says that L0 (and thus L) cannot be semi-

simple.

Lemma 3.3. // G/L has an i.a.c.s. and L is connected semi-simple of

maximal rank, Z the center of L; then Ad(Z) acting on 9TC has no 1-

dimensional invariant subspaces.

Proof. Suppose by contradiction that (RC3TC is 1-dimensional and

reduces Ad(Z). Let xGöl, xj^O, then

Ad z(x) = \¡/(z)x, z E Z, and ^ is a real character on Z.

Since Z is compact, either 0(Z) = 1, or \J/(Z) = { +1, — 1}. From Borel-

deSiebenthal [l ], we know that L is the connected component of the

centralizer of its own center Z, and thus £ = {u:uEQ, Ad Zu = u\. ll

\[/(Z) = l, then (R G £, which is impossible. Thus \p (Z) = {1, -1}.

Let Q= {y: yEVß, Ad z(y) =x[/(z)y, zEZ) be the weight space cor-

responding to the character uV. Then J(Q) =Q, for if yGQ,

Adz J(y) = J-Ad z(y) = J\}/(z)y = $(z)Jy.

Furthermore, Ad L(Q) =Q, for if yEQ, IEL, then

Ad 3Ad ly = (Ad l)f(z)y = 0(z)Ad ly.

But then

[£, Q] C Q.

Finally if y, y'EQ, Ad z[y, y'] =^(z)2[y, y'] = [y, y'], that is, [y, y']
is fixed under all Ad z, so that

[y, y'] G £, that is [q, q] E £.

Therefore, SC= £ + Q is a subalgebra and H/L is a symmetric space,

i/ = exp 3C. Since H is of maximal rank, H is closed by the theorem

in §8 of [l]. By Lemma 3.1, H/L has an invariant almost complex

structure, and H/L is nontrivial since Q^O, lor (RCQ. This contra-

dicts Lemma 3.2, thus Lemma 3.3 is proven.

Lemma 3.4. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 3.3, Ad(Z) cannot be a

group of order 2k, k>0.

Proof, (a) If k = l, G/L is symmetric and this is impossible by

Lemma 3.2.

(b) Suppose the lemma is true for all k^n, and consider the case

that Ad Z is of order 2n+1. Since Ad Z contains a subgroup of order 2,
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there exists an element z0EZ such that Adzo^l and (Adz0)2=l.

Let G* be the 1-component of the centralizer of z0 in G. Then LEG*,

and we have

g = £ + 311,       911 = Qi + q2,       g* = £ + Qi,

where Ad z0| a = 1 and Ad z0| q2= — 1, 9* being the Lie algebra of G*.

Moreover J(Qi) = Qi for if mEQu (Ad z)J(m) = /(Ad z)m = J(m).

Similarly we show that Ad L(Qi) = Qi.

G*/L has i.a.c.s. by Lemma 3.1. But since LEG*, Z is the center

of L in G*. Since Ad z01 q* = 1, Ad Z| g* is of order 2m, m^n. Thus by

the inductive hypothesis m = 0 and G* = L. But then G/L is a sym-

metric space, contradicting Lemma 3.2. Thus G/L cannot have in-

variant almost complex structure, and the lemma is proved.

Theorem 3.5. Let G be a compact connected Lie group and L a con-

nected semi-simple subgroup of G of maximal rank ; then G/L has in-

variant almost complex structure if and only if L is the identity com-

ponent of the centralizer in G of a finite subgroup F, of its center, such

that Ad(F) is of odd order.

Proof. The sufficiency of this condition was proved in Theorem

2.1. To prove the necessity, let Z he the center of L; then by the

fundamental theorem of Abelian groups we may write Ad Z = Ad Fi

XAd F2, where Ad Fi is of odd order and Ad F2 is of order 2*.

Let Gi he the identity component of the centralizer of Fi in G. We

shall show that Gi = L. Suppose on the contrary that L^Gu Then

Gi/L has i.a.c.s. by Lemma 3.1. If Ad^): 9i—>9i is identically 1,

then we are done because 9i centralizes both Fi and F2 and by the

result of Borel and de Siebenthal [l], Gi = L. But Ad(Fi) is identically

1 on 9i, and Ad(/?2), if nontrivial on gi, must be of order 2", for some

«> 1. But then Ad Z acting on 9i would be of order 2n, which is im-

possible. Therefore Kd(F2) = l on g!.

4. Theorem 4.1. Let G be a compact connected Lie group, L a con-

nected subgroup of maximal rank ; then G/L possesses an invariant al-

most complex structure if and only if L is the connected component of

the centralizer in G of a finite subgroup F, of its center, such that Ad(F)

is a finite group of odd order.

The sufficiency of this condition follows from Corollary 2.1. In this

general case when L is not necessarily semi-simple, we proceed by

proving the following two lemmas.

Lemma 4.2. Let G be compact, connected, L a connected subgroup of

maximal rank such that G/L has an i.a.c.s.; if L— TaXLu local direct
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product, where Ta is toral and Li is connected semi-simple, then L is

the centralizer in G of TaKJFi, where Fi is a finite subgroup of L, such

that Ad(Fi) is of odd order.

Proof. L = TaXLu £ = Ra®£u let G2 = centralizer of T" in G, then

G2 is a connected subgroup of maximal rank in G, and

G2= Ta X Gh       g2 = R" ® g3,        where G-¿ is closed in G2.

By hypothesis there exists J, commuting with Ad(L) such that

J:Q2/£-+&/£,

but £iC£, and there exists an isomorphism

4>: &/£■-* %%/&!.

Define J' on 93/JS1 by J'=<pJ<t>~1, then J' defines an almost com-

plex structure on G3/L1. Then, by 3.5, Lx is the connected component

of the centralizer in G3 of a finite subgroup Fi of its center, such that

Ad(Fi) is of odd order.

Now, if xEL, then x = th, where tETa and ¿1GL1. If fiEFi, then

(¿■¿i)/i = i/iJi=/i(^i) since / is central, and/iZi = ii/i since hELi. Thus

x commutes with Fi, and x commutes with Ta.

Conversely, if x belongs to the connected component of the cen-

tralizer of TaKJFi, then xEG2, so that x = tg%. Moreover, since x com-

mutes with Fi, we have x/i=/ix, so that tgsfi=fitgz = tfigz, so that

£3/1 =/iga, thus gsGLi, and xETaXLu that is, xEL.

Lemma 4.3. Let G be compact, connected Lie group and L a subgroup

of G, such that L is the centralizer in G of a toral subgroup T". Then there

exists an xETa such that (1) Lis the connected component of the central-

izer of x in G, and (2) Ad(x) is of odd order.

Proof of (1). TaETh, where F6 is a maximal torus of G. If 0„

i=l, • ■ ■ , m, are the root forms, or angular parameters of Tb, and

Rb is the covering space of Tb, then R", the covering space of Ta, is

characterized by Ra= \x:6i(x) =0, i=l, ■ ■ ■ , m', m'^m], where

6i, i=l, ■ ■ ■ , m!, are angular parameters of T". If xETa, and Z(x)

denotes the connected component of the centralizer of x in G, then

LEZ(x). Moreover Z(x) is minimal if 0,(x)?¿O, i — m' + l, • • • , m.

But each plane 0¿(x) =0, i = m' + l, • - ■ , m, determines a hyperplane

of R", and the union of these finitely many hyperplanes cannot be all

of Ra, thus there exist xER", o¿(x)^0, i = m' + l, • ■ ■ , m.

Proof of (2). Given any Euclidean space R, the set of elements

with coordinates whose denominators are all odd is dense in R, be-

cause the set of points with rational coordinates is dense in R. And
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if x=(ri, • • • , r„) where ri = pi/qi, pi, g,- relatively prime, is a point

with rational coordinates and

(2mpi 2mp2 2mpn \
-, -, . . ., -l

2mqi + 1    2mq2 + 1               2wg„ +1/

then linu.,00 #m = r.

Now let 0,-, * = 1, • • ■ , b, he a basis for Rb, consisting of root vectors.

Thus if xERb, then (0<, x) = 0¿(x) defines an inner product on Rb, and

if x= ^Zxidi, (di, x) = Xi so that all 9,(x)=0 mod 1, if x has integral

coordinates in this basis, that is, Ad x= 1.

Now if x£ T", such that Z(x) = £, then it does not lie on any of the

planes 9((x) =0,i = m' + l, • • ■ , which is a closed set, and there exists

a point z with rational coordinates, with odd denominators, arbi-

trarily close to x, so that Z(x) = £. But Ad(z*) = 1, where & = the least

common multiple of the denominators of the coordinates of z. And,

Ad(z*)=Adfc(z).

Combining the last two lemmas, we have that since L is the central-

izer of xET", such that Ad(x) is of odd order and L is the connected

component of the centralizer of Fi, then L is the connected com-

ponent of the centralizer, in G, of the group generated by x and Fi,

whose adjoint is of odd order.
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